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Spectroscopy of the archetype colliding-wind binary WR 140 during
the 2009 January periastron passage
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ABSTRACT
We present the results from the spectroscopic monitoring of WR 140 (WC7pd + O5.5fc)
during its latest periastron passage in 2009 January. The observational campaign consisted of
a constructive collaboration between amateur and professional astronomers. It took place at
six locations, including Teide Observatory, Observatoire de Haute Provence, Dominion Astro-
physical Observatory and Observatoire du Mont Mégantic. WR 140 is known as the archetype
of colliding-wind binaries and it has a relatively long period (�8 yr) and high eccentricity
(�0.9). We provide updated values for the orbital parameters, new estimates for the WR
and O star masses and new constraints on the mass-loss rates and colliding-wind geometry.

Key words: binaries: general – stars: fundamental parameters – stars: winds, outflows – stars:
Wolf–Rayet.

�Mons Pro-Am collaboration.
†E-mail: fahed@astro.umontreal.ca

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Binary systems provide the least model-dependent way to secure
measurements of stellar masses. Understanding binary systems is
therefore of paramount importance for many problems in stellar
astrophysics. In the case of massive stars and most particularly
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WR+O systems, the strong, fast winds of the two stars will interact
with each other along a shock surface, giving rise to an excess
emission in a range of wavelengths going from radio to X-rays,
possibly even γ -rays (Moffat & St-Louis 2002). Understanding the
underlying physics of this phenomenon gives us access to additional
parameters of the system, such as the wind momentum ratio and the
orbital inclination.

Among these colliding-wind systems, WR 140 is considered as
the archetype. WR 140 is a WC7pd + O4–5 system with a large
eccentricity (e = 0.88) and long period (P = 7.94yr) (Marchenko
et al. 2003, hereafter M03). It is also the brightest Wolf–Rayet
(WR) star in the Northern hemisphere (Cygnus) with a visual mag-
nitude of 6.9. It was first suggested as a spectroscopic binary in
1924 (Plaskett 1924). However, searches for radial velocities (RVs)
were unsuccessful until a period was found in infrared photometry
(Williams et al. 1987) and a first spectroscopic orbit in 1987 (Moffat
et al. 1987). A spectroscopic campaign around periastron in 2001
revealed that the spectral changes as a result of the wind–wind col-
lision were much faster than expected and therefore not sampled
properly. New spectroscopic observations were thus requested in
2009 around periastron.

In this paper, we present our analysis of an international opti-
cal spectrometric campaign, which involved both professional and
amateur astronomers at six locations. The campaign focuses on
a short but crucial fraction of the orbit (four months) around the
2009 January periastron passage, during which the RVs vary most
significantly.

In Section 2, we describe the multisite observational campaign
and we present the different instruments used. We then devote
Section 3 to the data reduction procedure. We also present the
orbital solution deduced from the RV measurements of the two
components in Section 4, and we look at what can be said about
the spectral classification of the stars in Section 5, in particular the
luminosity class of the O star. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss
the analysis of the excess emission induced by the colliding-wind
region (CWR).

2 O BSERVATIONS

2.1 Pro-Am campaign

One of the highlights of this observational campaign is that it con-
sisted of a constructive collaboration between amateur and pro-
fessional astronomers. Indeed, since the appearance of the first
commercial spectrographs, such as those of the French company
Shelyak, a small, but growing, community of amateurs is willing to
involve themselves in scientific collaborations with professionals.
The Be Star Spectra (BeSS) project of Be star spectroscopy, under
the supervision of Coralie Neiner and François Cochard, is an exam-
ple of such a collaboration (Neiner et al. 2007). See the websites of
Amateur Astronomy Association (VDS; Germany)1 and Astronom-
ical Ring for Access to Spectroscopy (ARAS; France)2 for further
information about amateur groups involved in the Pro-Am collabo-
ration. With progressive improvements, these projects are offering
a serious alternative to traditional observational modes, especially
for monitoring over long time-scales.

1 http://spektroskopie.fg-vds.de/
2 http://www.astrosurf.com/aras/

2.2 Data

Among the data collected through the Pro-Am collaboration, first
we have the Mons project. Under the leadership of one of us (TE),
a LHIRES III spectrograph was installed on a telescope previously
owned by the University of Mons, Belgium, and nowadays used
mainly for teaching purposes. This is a 50-cm telescope located at
the Teide Observatory of the Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Canarias
(IAC) in Tenerife. Four months of data were acquired with this in-
strumentation. Other amateurs contributed using their own personal
instruments in Portugal (José Ribeiro), Germany (Berthold Stöber)
and England (Robin Leadbeater at Three Hills Observatory3).

The rest of the data were obtained with the echelle spectro-
graph SOPHIE at the Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP) and
with more traditional single-grating long-slit spectrographs at the
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DAO) and at the Observa-
toire du Mont-Megantic (OMM). We are primarily interested in
the yellow spectral region (�5500–6000 Å) where the main CWR-
sensitive optical emission lines of C III 5696 Å and He I 5876 Å lie.
A list of the data sets of the campaign is presented Table 1.

3 DATA R E D U C T I O N

3.1 Pre-reduction

Each set of data was first pre-reduced in the standard way using
the CCDPROC package in IRAF4 and following the procedure described
in ‘A User’s Guide to Reducing Slit Spectra with IRAF’ by Massey,
Valdes & Barnes (1992):5 bias subtraction, normalized flat division
and cosmic-ray removal using the routine COSMICRAYS. For the am-
ateur spectra, the neon comparison lamps present only a few lines
in the main yellow spectral range. The calibration exposures were
thus overexposed to access the more numerous very faint neon lines,
leading to a saturation of the fewer stronger lines. About 12 lines
were used to compute the dispersion solution. In spite of this, the
wavelength calibration was sufficiently accurate for our purpose.
Where it was present, we used the interstellar sodium doublet at
λλ5890,5895 Å as a fine-tuning of the dispersion solution. This
was done by applying a constant shift in wavelength to this solu-
tion in order to obtain the doublet at the right position. In the vast
majority of cases, this shift is less than two pixels (it is always less
than one pixel for the OHP data).

The echelle spectra were reduced using the automatic OHP reduc-
tion package adapted from the HARPS software of the Geneva Obser-
vatory. It includes a procedure to reconnect the orders of the echelle
spectrum, thus leading to a single one-dimensional spectrum. How-
ever, this reconnection procedure is not perfect and a flux residual
of variable amplitude centred around 5 per cent persists in the data.
This defect was, for the most part, removed by using the fact that its
shape was nearly constant. This shape was determined by dividing
the spectra by each other, which nearly eliminated the stellar line
contribution, and by fitting an appropriate analytical model using

3 http://www.threehillsobservatory.co.uk/
4 IRAF is the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility, a general purpose soft-
ware system for the reduction and analysis of astronomical data. IRAF is writ-
ten and supported by the IRAF programming group at the National Optical
Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) in Tucson, AZ. The NOAO is operated
by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA),
Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation
(http://iraf.noao.edu/).
5 http://iraf.noao.edu/docs/spectra.html
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Table 1. List of the different data sets in the 2009 campaign. Names marked with an asterisk are amateur as-
tronomers/organizations equipped with their personal instrumentation. We also show the relative weight (= normal-
ized 1/σ 2, where σ is the dispersion around the fitted RV curve) used in the orbit fit.

Observatory Dates λλ Recip. disp. Res. No. of Weight
(Å) (Å pixel−1) (pixels) spectra

Teide/Mons 50 cm 08.12.01–09.03.23 5530–6000 0.35 5–6 34 0.12
OHP/193 cm 08.12.12–09.03.23 3900–6800 0.01 15 63 0.49
DAO/120 cm 08.04.22–09.01.09 5350–5900 0.37 4.5 13 0.16
OMM/160 cm 09.07.05–09.08.08 4500–6000 0.63 2.6 18 0.09
Three Hills Obs.

∗
(UK) 07.12.10–09.03.20 5600–6000 0.68 3.5 38 0.08

Berthold Stober
∗

(Germany) 08.08.26–09.02.29 5500–6100 0.53 2–3 12 0.06

one polynomial per order of the echelle spectrograph (39 in total);
these polynomials were then smoothly reconnected with each other.
We finally modified all the spectra with this correction so that they
best matched a non-affected single-grating spectrum (we chose one
from the OMM for its wide wavelength range).

3.2 Telluric line removal

As no ‘telluric’ stars were observed in the OHP campaign, an al-
ternative solution was used to remove the telluric absorption lines.
These lines were particularly strong because the star was in a very
low position on the sky at the time of the campaign (airmasses
of about 2). Nevertheless, SOPHIE’s resolving power of 40 000 at
5500 Å (HE mode) can largely resolve these lines, whose width
is about 1 Å. So, after removing the non-telluric structures with
widths larger than a few angstroms, the lines were fitted with a sum
of Gaussians at positions indicated in the IRAF atlas of telluric lines.
The results of the fit were then used to divide into each of the spectra
to eliminate the telluric contributions.

4 R A D I A L V E L O C I T I E S

4.1 O star

The O-star RVs were obtained by measuring the centroid of each
relatively narrow photospheric absorption line (allowing for a slop-
ing pseudo-continuum if superposed on WR lines), and by taking
the mean of the deduced velocities for each spectrum. We have
taken into account a possible shift between the RVs determined
from different O-star lines. This was done by choosing one RV set
as a reference and by plotting the other sets versus this reference. By
fitting a linear curve of slope 1 (i.e. y = x + b) into the points, we
could then deduce the velocity shift (= b) to be subtracted from the
considered set. Typical velocity shifts have values from 5 to 10 km
s−1. The lines used were: H I 3970.09, 4101.74, 4340.47, 4861.33;
He I 4026.19, 4471.48, 5875.62; He II 4199.87, 4541.63, 5411.56
and O III 5590.

4.2 Wolf–Rayet star

The WR-star RVs were estimated by cross-correlation with a refer-
ence spectrum, chosen to be unaffected by the wind–wind collision
effects. This reference spectrum was constructed by combining all
the OHP spectra outside the phase interval 0.98–1.02, where obvi-
ous CWR effects occur. The same reference spectrum was used for
all the data sets. We used the whole spectral domain of each data
source in the correlation and we checked that the excess emission
did not critically bias the measurements by testing by eye the shape
similarity between the WR and the O RV curves.

4.3 Orbit fit

The measured RVs and errors of the 2009 campaign are presented
in Table 2. The typical errors (σ ) for each observatory are deduced
from the internal dispersion of the differences (RV–fit) between the
measurements and the orbital solution (O and WR taken together).
The fitted parameters are the period P, the eccentricity e, the time
of periastron passage T0, the longitude of periastron passage in
the plane of the orbit measured from the ascending node ω and
the semi-amplitudes K(WR) and K(O) of the velocity curves. The
RVs were fitted using the IDL6 routine MPFIT.PRO (Markwardt 2009),
which uses the Levenberg–Marquardt technique to solve the least-
squares problem. Errors on the parameters are computed by MPFIT

using the covariance matrix method applied on the RV errors given
in input. We fitted for each set of data an independent γ parameter
(= systemic velocity) to best reconnect the different data sets with
each other. Observed differences in γ between the sets are of the
order of 5–10 km s−1 and are most probably instrumental. A weight
was attributed to each set based on the external rms dispersion
of the measurements minus the model. Data from the previous
observational campaigns (M03) were also included in the fit; only
the weights were recalculated with our method in order to insure
homogeneity. The resulting fit is given in Fig. 1 and the fitted orbit
parameters in Table 3.

The differences between the new results and those of M03 are
not formally significant at the 3σ level but we have improved the
precision on the orbital parameters. We also note that our new pe-
riod (2896.5 ± 0.7 d instead of 2899.0 ± 1.3 d) agrees better with
recent X-ray data repeatability (M. F. Corcoran, private commu-
nication). Fits were also made for the WR and the O star sep-
arately, which give respectively: P = 2896.5, e = 0.896, T0 =
46 155.8, K(WR) = −75.7, ω = 44.5 and P = 2896.5, e =
0.897, T0 = 46 159.1, K(O) = 30.6, ω = 45.2. This is consistent
within the errors with the O/WR simultaneous fit.

5 SPECTRAL C LASSI FI CATI ON

The WR component has been previously confirmed as a WC7pd star,
where ‘p’ refers to its peculiarly broad emission lines (more like
WC5) for its WC7 subtype and ‘d’ refers to its dust-forming events.
We see no revision to this classification but we present precise
measurements of equivalent widths (EWs) and FWHM of different
WR lines (Table 4) and a comparison of these measurements with
the classification criteria of Crowther, De Marco & Barlow (1998)
(Table 5). However, the spectral type of the O-star component is
less clearly identified on our combined mean spectrum, and most

6 Interactive Data Language, ITT Visual Information Solutions (ITT VIS).
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Table 2. RVs of the WR and O components of WR 140. The typical errors
(σ ) are deduced from the internal dispersion of the differences (RV–fit) be-
tween the measurements and the orbital solution (O and WR taken together)
for each observatory. RVs are in units of km s−1.

JD – 240 0000 RV(O) RV–fit RV(WR) RV–fit σ Obs.

54813.2605 35.1 −4.26 −101.6 −5.08 3.7 OHP
54816.3396 30.3 −10.54 −100.2 −0.12 3.7 OHP
54818.3191 40.5 −1.40 −100.2 2.37 3.7 OHP
54819.3371 37.9 −4.50 −103.3 0.50 3.7 OHP
54820.2146 39.6 −3.22 −107.9 −2.94 3.7 OHP
54821.2162 42.9 −0.46 −109.3 −3.08 3.7 OHP
54822.2497 42.5 −1.37 −112.0 −4.35 3.7 OHP
54823.2120 41.4 −3.03 −112.5 −3.64 3.7 OHP
54828.2995 49.4 2.33 −114.2 1.14 3.7 OHP
54829.2444 51.3 3.79 −117.6 −1.25 3.7 OHP
54834.2488 44.2 −5.01 −126.5 −6.05 3.7 OHP
54835.2263 43.8 −5.53 −123.6 −2.79 3.7 OHP
54836.2219 49.7 0.43 −120.9 −0.10 3.7 OHP
54843.2282 51.1 6.24 −109.6 0.35 3.7 OHP
54844.2272 40.7 −2.75 −105.6 0.77 3.7 OHP
54845.2257 44.0 2.23 −104.4 −2.00 3.7 OHP
54845.2319 42.0 0.20 −106.1 −3.70 3.7 OHP
54846.2475 48.0 8.08 −93.1 4.75 3.7 OHP
54846.2568 47.2 7.28 −92.3 5.53 3.7 OHP
54847.2226 45.3 7.36 −91.4 1.63 3.7 OHP
54852.2358 23.9 −2.76 −66.3 −0.93 3.7 OHP
54853.2322 34.5 10.08 −53.8 5.93 3.7 OHP
54855.2416 24.9 4.90 −49.1 −0.10 3.7 OHP
54857.2429 25.8 9.80 −34.5 4.58 3.7 OHP
54860.2381 13.7 3.01 −19.5 6.80 3.7 OHP
54860.2423 12.7 1.96 −18.7 7.55 3.7 OHP
54861.2456 15.8 6.61 −14.8 7.68 3.7 OHP
54861.2496 13.3 4.17 −16.6 5.87 3.7 OHP
54862.2499 6.7 −1.07 −17.0 2.05 3.7 OHP
54862.2548 5.0 −2.74 −16.5 2.50 3.7 OHP
54873.7413 −3.8 −0.90 7.0 0.01 3.7 OHP
54874.7349 −5.1 −1.63 9.5 1.04 3.7 OHP
54875.7415 −1.5 2.46 9.7 −0.04 3.7 OHP
54877.7303 −7.9 −3.00 12.3 0.22 3.7 OHP
54879.7247 −8.9 −3.17 13.3 −0.83 3.7 OHP
54880.7078 −8.7 −2.55 15.5 0.53 3.7 OHP
54881.7095 −9.4 −2.88 14.2 −1.70 3.7 OHP
54884.7141 −3.7 3.76 17.6 −0.59 3.7 OHP
54885.7229 −11.3 −3.61 20.0 1.19 3.7 OHP
54886.6986 −5.8 2.10 20.3 0.89 3.7 OHP
54888.7010 −8.3 0.12 21.0 0.36 3.7 OHP
54889.7124 −4.6 4.07 18.0 −3.08 3.7 OHP
54890.6953 −15.4 −6.60 19.6 −2.02 3.7 OHP
54893.7053 −9.3 0.10 24.1 1.12 3.7 OHP
54897.6988 −11.9 −1.92 24.9 0.57 3.7 OHP
54897.7015 −8.2 1.72 24.2 −0.22 3.7 OHP
54897.7043 −10.6 −0.63 24.4 0.05 3.7 OHP
54898.7011 −16.5 −6.45 22.9 −1.79 3.7 OHP
54898.7042 −14.3 −4.18 25.4 0.76 3.7 OHP
54898.7073 −16.2 −6.13 24.6 −0.13 3.7 OHP
54900.6852 −14.0 −3.66 21.7 −3.53 3.7 OHP
54900.6883 −13.6 −3.28 22.1 −3.15 3.7 OHP
54900.6914 −18.3 −7.99 20.1 −5.17 3.7 OHP
54901.6822 −8.3 2.15 24.5 −1.02 3.7 OHP
54901.6853 −7.2 3.26 24.5 −0.98 3.7 OHP
54901.6884 −5.0 5.42 26.8 1.29 3.7 OHP
54903.6958 −9.2 1.37 26.5 0.49 3.7 OHP
54905.6836 −12.3 −1.50 23.5 −2.97 3.7 OHP
54906.6655 −3.0 7.88 24.5 −2.14 3.7 OHP
54911.6871 −12.4 −1.20 25.5 −2.04 3.7 OHP

Table 2 – continued

JD – 240 0000 RV(O) RV–fit RV(WR) RV–fit σ Obs.

54912.6389 −16.1 −4.86 25.6 −2.03 3.7 OHP
54913.6545 −9.4 1.92 28.8 1.03 3.7 OHP
55018.7888 −25.8 −14.04 25.1 −3.67 8.5 OMM
55019.7976 −23.2 −11.44 19.4 −9.33 8.5 OMM
55021.7251 1.8 13.51 32.6 3.92 8.5 OMM
55022.5769 −0.3 11.43 31.0 2.31 8.5 OMM
55023.5802 −12.1 −0.40 26.3 −2.34 8.5 OMM
55026.7784 1.6 13.25 34.1 5.60 8.5 OMM
55028.5613 − − 27.1 −1.38 8.5 OMM
55033.5434 −19.4 −7.79 17.7 −10.65 8.5 OMM
55035.7731 −10.9 0.60 28.7 0.39 8.5 OMM
55037.7481 −6.0 5.54 32.5 4.28 8.5 OMM
55038.6906 −13.4 −1.85 25.4 −2.85 8.5 OMM
55043.5629 −11.7 −0.28 28.3 0.20 8.5 OMM
55047.5379 −12.7 −1.26 20.3 −7.65 8.5 OMM
55048.5356 − − 45.0 17.06 8.5 OMM
55049.7346 −34.4 −23.05 16.2 −11.74 8.5 OMM
55050.7467 −6.9 4.45 39.1 11.22 8.5 OMM
55051.7337 −13.0 −1.67 30.1 2.23 8.5 OMM
55052.7340 1.7 13.00 30.2 2.39 8.5 OMM
54578.8834 7.5 −4.06 −26.5 1.79 6.5 DAO
54580.8731 7.6 −4.07 −22.3 6.16 6.5 DAO
54614.7872 19.3 6.40 −36.0 −4.31 6.5 DAO
54615.7836 16.0 3.04 −37.1 −5.31 6.5 DAO
54642.9241 10.7 −3.57 −37.8 −2.94 6.5 DAO
54643.9182 15.6 1.33 −39.2 −4.16 6.5 DAO
54664.7166 25.0 9.59 −36.2 1.58 6.5 DAO
54665.7094 19.0 3.52 −33.3 4.63 6.5 DAO
54675.8039 13.3 −2.79 −34.6 4.86 6.5 DAO
54701.7292 1.0 −16.96 −40.4 3.70 6.5 DAO
54722.7395 9.0 −10.88 −48.4 0.29 6.5 DAO
54723.7921 31.8 11.79 −50.4 −1.51 6.5 DAO
54724.7203 26.7 6.66 −53.9 −4.78 6.5 DAO
54817.3515 39.4 −1.98 −97.0 4.40 7.5 MONS
54818.3541 32.2 −9.68 −106.2 −3.63 7.5 MONS
54819.3206 34.3 −8.03 −108.8 −4.97 7.5 MONS
54820.2973 39.9 −2.96 −115.3 −10.26 7.5 MONS
54821.3117 43.8 0.33 −101.9 4.45 7.5 MONS
54822.3031 40.4 −3.58 −108.7 −1.00 7.5 MONS
54824.3186 44.4 −0.59 − − 7.5 MONS
54827.3022 41.7 −4.83 −118.0 −3.88 7.5 MONS
54834.3241 40.0 −9.16 − − 7.5 MONS
54835.3351 40.1 −9.16 −99.9 20.93 7.5 MONS
54836.3579 44.2 −5.09 −117.3 3.50 7.5 MONS
54844.3302 39.0 −4.31 −110.0 −3.95 7.5 MONS
54846.3243 44.6 4.82 −85.3 12.16 7.5 MONS
54852.3204 24.8 −1.64 −71.8 −6.98 7.5 MONS
54853.3189 19.2 −5.02 −67.5 −8.24 7.5 MONS
54855.3129 23.4 3.59 −59.4 −10.81 7.5 MONS
54856.3128 25.2 7.38 −48.0 −4.41 7.5 MONS
54858.7387 8.4 −4.83 −28.9 3.54 7.5 MONS
54859.7453 18.9 7.33 −19.5 8.74 7.5 MONS
54860.7312 18.4 8.42 −30.2 −5.75 7.5 MONS
54861.7234 34.0 25.50 − − 7.5 MONS
54865.7312 8.0 4.50 0.9 9.54 7.5 MONS
54871.7333 −2.6 −0.96 −13.5 −17.38 7.5 MONS
54873.7436 −4.8 −1.93 7.0 −0.01 7.5 MONS
54874.7614 0.3 3.80 3.5 −4.97 7.5 MONS
54876.7646 2.0 6.50 −4.4 −15.39 7.5 MONS
54878.7469 −12.7 −7.37 9.5 −3.66 7.5 MONS
54887.6717 1.4 9.53 28.1 8.06 7.5 MONS
54890.6937 −5.7 3.16 20.1 −1.52 7.5 MONS
54891.6738 −6.9 2.12 29.5 7.42 7.5 MONS
54892.6705 −9.1 0.11 32.9 10.40 7.5 MONS
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Table 2 – continued

JD – 240 0000 RV(O) RV–fit RV(WR) RV–fit σ Obs.

54900.6975 −14.4 −4.08 − − 7.5 MONS
54907.6390 −11.3 −0.31 30.0 3.22 7.5 MONS
54912.6621 −12.9 −1.58 38.1 10.47 7.5 MONS
54838.2352 40.4 −8.55 −100.8 19.12 11.0 BS
54840.2001 48.0 0.13 −111.0 6.40 11.0 BS
54841.2043 41.7 −5.38 −101.2 14.25 11.0 BS
54842.2012 49.7 3.58 −105.9 7.11 11.0 BS
54843.2125 45.7 0.83 −95.4 14.58 11.0 BS
54845.2213 32.6 −9.20 −102.9 −0.45 11.0 BS
54852.2053 22.7 −4.08 −81.3 −15.77 11.0 BS
54857.2025 27.0 11.02 −66.7 −27.40 11.0 BS
54861.2139 20.9 11.66 − − 11.0 BS
54861.2140 − − −40.5 −17.85 11.0 BS
54445.2470 − − −29.6 −10.11 9.0 THO
54446.2376 − − 10.9 30.46 9.0 THO
54464.3585 −8.3 −16.70 −9.9 10.60 9.0 THO
54472.2292 − − −32.7 −11.77 9.0 THO
54482.2175 −8.9 −17.72 −16.0 5.54 9.0 THO
54495.6969 3.5 −5.63 −17.3 5.02 9.0 THO
54572.5640 4.9 −6.41 −43.9 −16.12 9.0 THO
54600.4890 0.8 −11.55 −31.1 −0.84 9.0 THO
54748.3681 19.5 −3.34 −58.5 −2.53 9.0 THO
54795.2708 24.7 −7.74 −80.3 −0.69 9.0 THO
54800.2354 29.8 −4.36 −84.3 −0.69 9.0 THO
54802.3446 38.7 3.84 −83.6 1.81 9.0 THO
54803.2519 31.6 −3.57 −85.0 1.20 9.0 THO
54810.2058 28.5 −9.54 −97.1 −4.02 9.0 THO
54811.2458 42.8 4.32 −118.7 −24.48 9.0 THO
54826.2450 55.2 9.14 −115.3 −2.51 9.0 THO
54827.2396 45.9 −0.59 −111.6 2.44 9.0 THO
54828.2719 47.3 0.28 −106.6 8.68 9.0 THO
54829.2202 − − −107.0 9.33 9.0 THO
54830.2334 52.2 4.25 −113.6 3.80 9.0 THO
54831.2206 − − −119.3 −0.94 9.0 THO
54833.2167 57.3 8.38 −112.2 7.72 9.0 THO
54837.2858 − − −123.2 −2.69 9.0 THO
54844.2330 39.6 −3.81 −106.9 −0.52 9.0 THO
54845.2511 43.5 1.74 −107.3 −4.95 9.0 THO
54851.2443 32.3 3.36 −81.6 −10.63 9.0 THO
54854.2303 24.7 2.56 −62.3 −8.04 9.0 THO
54855.2592 34.3 14.35 −52.8 −3.91 9.0 THO
54856.2249 26.6 8.67 −45.1 −1.16 9.0 THO
54857.2431 28.7 12.75 −39.0 0.06 9.0 THO
54866.6723 − − −3.3 3.00 9.0 THO
54870.2430 −0.8 −0.31 7.0 5.71 9.0 THO
54874.2506 0.3 3.48 13.6 5.82 9.0 THO
54882.6374 − − 14.7 −1.93 9.0 THO
54892.6583 1.9 11.12 25.6 3.13 9.0 THO
54895.5894 −6.6 3.02 27.8 4.18 9.0 THO

especially its luminosity class. The determination of this luminosity
class is of prime importance for the determination of the distance
and to deduce information about the O-star wind. The quality of
the OHP spectra provides an opportunity to extract this luminosity
class.

Given the dominating strength of the WR spectrum, it is useful
to apply a spectral decomposition technique to isolate the O-star
spectrum. We therefore used the shift-and-add technique of Demers
et al. (2002), with our new orbital solution. In this procedure, we first
co-add all the spectra in the WR frame of reference, by correcting
each spectrum from its orbital velocity (taken on the fitted curve
and not the individual measurements). This ‘dilutes’ the O-star

absorption lines and leads to a first estimation of the WR spectrum.
We then subtract this spectrum from all the original spectra and
co-add the differences this time in the O-star frame of reference,
which leads to an estimation of the O spectrum. This spectrum is
subtracted from the original spectra and the differences are co-added
again in the WR frame of reference, and so on, until the co-added
spectrum for each star converges, which generally happens in fewer
than 10 iterations. The result of the spectral separation is shown
in Fig. 2. The whole OHP data set was used. As noted above, no
revision is required for the WR-star spectral class. Concerning the
determination of the O-star spectral class, the main criterion is the
EW ratio of He I λ4471 to He II λ4541 (W ′) (Conti & Alschuler
1971). We measure log(W ′) � −0.37 ± 0.09, which implies the
O star is O5.5–O6, with a preference for O5.5, which is consistent
with the observed absence of Si IV λ4089.

The luminosity class determination is limited by the deteriorated
information in the He II 4686 Å region. Indeed, this region is domi-
nated by the residuals of the variability effects of the C III/ IV+He II

emission blend of the WR star. We cannot really distinguish be-
tween absorption and emission for this line, although we do note
that there is no narrow residual component, either emission or ab-
sorption, as expected from the O star. Using the strength of the N III

and C III emissions lines (which are narrow, as required if arising
in the O star) in the vicinity of 4645 Å and based on the criteria in
Walborn et al. (2010), we deduce a type of O5.5fc for the O star,
with a luminosity class somewhere between III and I (there is no II
defined).

We now examine the line dilution of the O star by the WR-star
light. With conservation of line flux,

line flux = Ic(O + WR) × ewobs = Ic(O) × ewexp, (1)

where ewobs and ewexp are the observed and expected EWs, respec-
tively, for a single O star of the same spectral type, and Ic is the
continuum intensity. We can then write

Ic(O)

Ic(O + WR)
= ewobs

ewexp
(2)

and

10−0.4MV (WR) + 10−0.4MV (O)

10−0.4MV (O)
= 1 + 10−0.4[MV (WR)−MV (O)]. (3)

Here, MV designates the absolute visual magnitude in the V band.
We finally obtain the following estimation formula:

MV (WR) − MV (O) = −2.5 log

(
ewexp

ewobs
− 1

)
. (4)

We measured the line EWs of the disentangled O-star spectrum and
of two template stars successively: HD 97253, a typical single O5.5
III star, and HD 163758, an O6.5f Ia with the suggestion of a C over-
abundance, which makes it quite close to our O-star spectral-type
estimation. These spectra were both found in the UVES POP data
base (Bagnulo et al. 2003). No O5.5/O6 I star was available. These
measurements are shown in Table 6. We choose to apply equation (4)
to the hydrogen lines only in order to minimize the effects of differ-
ences in helium content between the two stars. By averaging over the
hydrogen lines, we obtain an EW ratio ewobs/ewexp = 0.43 ± 0.04,
which yields a difference in magnitude of −0.3 ± 0.2 (WR slightly
brighter than the O star) with the O5.5 III template star. When mak-
ing the same calculation on the He II lines, we obtain an average
ratio of 0.59 ± 0.03 and a difference in magnitude of 0.4 ± 0.1 (O
star brighter).

If we take a typical O5.5 III absolute magnitude of Mv = −4.9
from Martins, Schaerer & Hillier (2005), we obtain for the WR star

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 2–13
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Figure 1. Top two panels: measured RVs of the WR star and of the O star, together with the fit for the orbital solution (full line) whose best-fitting parameters are
given in Table 3. We have included data from the last periastron campaign in 2001 (M03) taken at David Dunlap Observatory (DDO), OHP, Ritter Observatory,
DAO and OMM. The black dashed line is the orbital solution from M03. The dashed vertical lines show the position of the new periastron passage. Both ‘old’
and ‘new’ periastron passages are shown. Bottom two panels: same plots but zoomed on the 2009 campaign (the grey-filled curve between panels two and
three illustrates the X-axis expansion).

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 2–13
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Table 3. New orbit parameters for WR 140 compared with the values from
M03.

Parameter This paper + M03 This paper M03

K(WR) (km s−1) −75.5 ± 0.7 −75.3 ± 0.9 −82.0 ± 2.3
K(O) (km s−1) 30.9 ± 0.6 30.7 ± 0.6 30.5 ± 1.9
a sin(i)(WR) (au) 8.92 ± 0.15 8.98 ± 0.17 10.29 ± 0.47
a sin(i)(O) (au) 3.646 ± 0.085 3.665 ± 0.093 3.81 ± 0.27
P (d) 2896.5 ± 0.7 2896.5 2899.0 ± 1.3
e 0.8962 ± 0.0014 0.894 ± 0.002 0.881 ± 0.005
T0 (HJD 240 0000+) 46156.2 ± 2.2 46157.0 ± 0.5 46147.4 ± 3.7
ω (deg) 44.6 ± 1.1 47.5 ± 1.7 46.7 ± 1.6

Table 4. EWs and FWHM measured on different WR emission
lines. The typical FWHM of C III/IV+He II for a regular WC7 star
would be 31 ± 5 Å (Torres et al. 1986); we measure 67 ± 2, which
is closer to WC5 typical values (i.e. 64 ± 15 Å). This justifies the
‘peculiar’ denomination in the classification.

Line or blend log(ewλ) FWHM (Å)

C III/IV+He II 4650, 4658, 4686 2.348 ± 0.005 67 ± 2
O III–V 5590 1.05 ± 0.04 75 ± 2
C III 5696 1.87 ± 0.01 94 ± 2
C IV+He I 5808, 5876 2.413 ± 0.004 71 ± 2
C IV 5808 2.215 ± 0.006 51 ± 2

an absolute visual magnitude of −5.2 ± 0.2 with the H lines and
−4.5 ± 0.1 with the He II lines, which is consistent with a typical
WC7 star magnitude of around −4.8 (Smith, Shara & Moffat 1990).

We now use the O6.5 Ia template. We obtain a difference in
magnitude of 0.7 ± 0.4 with the H lines only, and roughly the same
with the He II lines. Given a typical O5.5 I magnitude of MV = −6.3
(Martins et al. 2005), this yields MV = −5.6 ± 0.4 for the WR,
which is also consistent with WC7 typical magnitudes.

We computed the corresponding photometric distances using the
extinction model of Amôres & Lépine (2005) in order to compare
these with the value of Dougherty et al. (2005, hereafter D05)
(i.e. 1.85 ± 0.16 kpc). For the class III template, we obtain d =
2.1 ± 0.1kpc when using the H lines and d = 1.9 ± 0.1kpc with
the He II lines. For the class Ia template, we have d = 2.6 ± 0.1kpc.
This would suggest a class III in order to be consistent with D05.
However, given the multiple sources of uncertainties of this method,
we cannot exclude a class I star with certitude.

It is also interesting to make the opposite reasoning and to try
to evaluate the line dilution of the WR star by the O-star light.
Based on the work of Torres, Conti & Massey (1986) (their fig. 2)
and Smith et al. (1990) (their table 5), and given the fact that WR
140 shows broader lines than standard WC7 stars (values more
typical of WC5 stars; Torres et al. 1986), we chose an expected
value of log(ewexp) � 3.0 for 4650 and 5880 (a typical value for a

‘regular’ WC7 star would be more likely to be 2.2–2.5). The errors
on these empirical values are about 0.3. Our measured values are
log[ew(4650)] � 2.34 and log[ew(5808)] � 2.21, which lead to
two estimations for the difference in magnitude between the stars:
1.4 and 1.1, respectively. This makes the O star about three times
brighter than the WR in the optical band. If we assume a reasonable
absolute V magnitude of −4.8 for the WR star (Smith et al. 1990),
we have for the O star MV = −5.9 to −6.2, which is compatible
with both class I and III magnitudes (Martins et al. 2005).

As a conclusion, we are not able here to distinguish between
class I and III for the O5.5/6 star. Note, however, that this task
is complicated by the fact that the magnitude gap between these
classes is very small for this particular spectral type (O5–6).

6 EXCESS EMISSION

6.1 Lührs model fit

The shock cone around the O star produces excess emission that
can be easily observed on the C III 5696 and He I 5876 flat top lines.
This excess emission first appears just before periastron passage,
on the blue side of the line, and then moves quickly to the red side
just after periastron passage, before it disappears shortly thereafter.
We measured this excess in the OHP data by subtracting a reference
spectrum from each spectrum of the set. This reference spectrum
has been constructed by co-adding the OHP spectra outside phases
0.98–1.02, unaffected by wind–wind collision effects. We took care,
before doing the subtraction, to remove the O-star spectral signa-
tures, notably the narrow emission feature on top of the C III 5696
line, by fitting a Gaussian and subtracting it from each profile. The
result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

We can analyse the excess emission by using a simple geometric
model of the CWR developed by Lührs (1997). The model takes
into account the half-opening angle of the shock cone θ , the velocity
of the plasma along the cone vstrm and the orbital inclination i. The
CWR is assumed to be curved in the plane of the orbit and its
orientation over a limited range of the shock cone is parametrized
by a single angle, δφ0, for simplicity (see Fig. 4). By a simple
integration of the emissivity on a thick slice of the cone where the
emission is supposed to arise, the model provides theoretical excess
profiles showing double peaks moving with the orbit. However,
depending on the spectral resolution and the velocities and geometry
of the shock cone, the double peaks might not be visible. Faced
with this situation, we can still derive some valuable estimates of
the colliding-wind region by measuring the entire excess emission.
Hill et al. (2000) and Hill, Moffat & St-Louis (2002) have shown
that, for a circular orbit, the width (e.g. FWHM) and position of the
excess emission vary as

FWex = C1 + 2vstrm sin θ
√

1 − sin2 i cos2(φ − δφ0) (5)

Table 5. Comparison between measurements and classification criteria from
Crowther et al. (1998) for the WR component.

Criterion Measurement WC7 value WC5 value

FWHM C IV 5808 (Å) 51 ± 2 45 ± 20 50 ± 20
FWHM C IV+He I 5808, 5876 71 ± 2
C IV 5808/C III 5696 [log(ew)] 0.35 ± 0.01 +0.1 to +0.6 −1.1 to +1.5
C IV+He I 5808, 5876/C III 5696 0.543 ± 0.007
C III 5696/O III–V 5590 0.82 ± 0.04 ≥0.1 −0.4 to 0.5

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 2–13
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Figure 2. Result from the ‘shift-and-add’ method for spectrum decomposition. The Y scale for the O star has been expanded by a factor of 3. Note that this
technique does not yield absolute line strengths.

Table 6. Measured EWs for the O-star component of WR 140 compared with those for the O5.5 III
star, HD 97253, and the O6.5 Ia star, HD 163758.

Line WR 140 HD 97253 Ratio HD 163758 Ratio

Hε+He II λ3970 0.67 ± 0.01 1.54 ± 0.02 0.435 ± 0.009 0.98 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.02
He I+II λ4026 0.24 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.03 0.60 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.02
Hδ+He II λ4101 0.78 ± 0.01 1.83 ± 0.02 0.426 ± 0.007 1.42 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.02
He II λ4200 0.296 ± 0.005 0.48 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.02
Hγ+He II λ4340 0.778 ± 0.005 2.02 ± 0.01 0.385 ± 0.003 1.22 ± 0.01 0.637 ± 0.007
He I λ4471 0.187 ± 0.005 0.25 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.04 0.59 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.01
He II λ4541 0.395 ± 0.005 0.65 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01
Hβ+He II λ4861 0.891 ± 0.005 1.82 ± 0.01 0.490 ± 0.004 1.15 ± 0.01 0.775 ± 0.008
He II λ5412 0.536 ± 0.005 0.97 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.02
O V λ5590 0.177 ± 0.005 0.18 ± 0.02 1.0 ± 0.1 0.30 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.04

and

RVex = C2 + vstrm cos θ sin i cos(φ − δφ0). (6)

Here, C1 and C2 are simple constants and φ is the orbital azimuthal
angle (or true anomaly for ω = 270◦) in the case of a circular orbit
φ = 360◦ × phase and the WR star is in front at φ = 0.

Unlike the cases for WR 42, WR 48 and WR 79, described by
Hill et al. (2000; 2002), we face additional complications here.
The orbit is not circular and we do not have full phase coverage. To
circumvent the first complication, we can still fit versus true anomaly
(calculated from the known orbit), and proceed as if the orbit was
circular. We also need to replace φ by φ − [90◦ − ω] in equations
(5) and (6), where φ is now the true anomaly for an eccentric orbit;
φ = 0 is the periastron passage and φ = 90◦ − ω has the WR in
front. The lack of phase coverage is not as bad as it appears at first
sight, as the very limited phase interval over which excess emission
is measurable actually corresponds to about 150◦ of true anomaly.
Using this model to fit the data, we obtain vstrm = 2090 ± 90 km
s−1, i = 53±6◦, θ = 42±3◦ and δφ0 = 21±3◦ (see plot in Fig. 5).
However, we can go a bit further in modifying the Lührs model for
an eccentric orbit by allowing the parameter δφ0 (now denoted δφ)
to vary throughout the orbital motion.

Two different effects will affect δφ. The first is the aberration ef-
fect (or Coriolis effect), which will produce an angular shift (Moffat

et al. 1998):

δφ = arctan

[
vθ

vwind(WR) + vwind(O)

]
.

Here, vθ is the azimuthal component of the orbital velocity of the
O star in the WR frame of reference (or inversely). This velocity is
deduced from the angular momentum conservation:

rvθ = J =
√

G(MWR + MO)a(1 − e2)

and

r = a(1 − e2)

1 + e cos φ
.

However, in our case, this effect will only contribute to a maxi-
mum angular shift of 2.6◦ at periastron, and will fall quickly to 0
subsequently. This is far from the 22◦ needed to fit the data.

The second factor contributing to δφ is the curvature of the shock
surface. If we assume that after being shocked at time t, the wind
plasma moves in a rectilinear motion with a velocity vstrm along
the ‘local’ Lührs cone, and that the distance from the apex to the
excess-forming region (EFR) is constant throughout the orbit, it will
take a time δt (or a phase fraction δp = δt/P ) for this plasma to
reach the EFR. The ‘local’ Lührs cone emitting the excess at phase
p will therefore appear shifted by an angle

δφ = φ(p) − φ(p − δp).

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 2–13
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Figure 3. Left: the C III 5696 flat top line excess emission as a function of the orbital phase for the OHP data only. This has been obtained by subtracting a
reference profile (top panel) from all the spectra. Right: same as left but plotted in grey-scale.

Figure 4. Schematic view of the geometric model by Lührs (1997) taken
from Bartzakos, Moffat & Niemela (2001) (their fig. 2).

We can then use the parameter δp (i.e. a constant phase shift) to
fit instead of δφ (a shift in true anomaly), which has the advantage
of being consistent with the orbit. Using equations (5) and (6) and
the modifications described above (Coriolis + phase shift δp), we
have fitted the measurements of the width and position of the excess

emission shown in Fig. 5. The evolution of δφ with phase is shown
in Fig. 6.

The position of the excess was computed with the first moment
formula

RV = c(λ̄ − λ0)

λ0
with λ̄ =

∫ λ2

λ1

F (λ)λ dλ/

∫ λ2

λ1

F (λ) dλ, (7)

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the line and λ1 and λ2 are the
limits of the excess profile.

Instead of the FWHM, which is too sensitive to the irregulari-
ties of the profiles, the width was computed as the second central
moment of the excess

FW = 2.35c

λ0

[∫ λ2

λ1

F (λ)(λ − λ̄)2 dλ/

∫ λ2

λ1

F (λ) dλ

]1/2

, (8)

where 2.35 is the factor linking the FWHM and σ for a Gaus-
sian profile (FWHM = 2.35 × σ ). Of course, our profiles are not
strictly Gaussians but they are not extremely different either. The
errors were obtained by applying the error propagation formulae to

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 2–13
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Figure 5. Fit of the RV and width of the excess using the original (dotted
line) and the modified (full line) Lührs model. The dashed line shows the
solution from M03. The resulting parameters of the fit are listed in Table 8.
The measured RVs and FWs are presented in Table 7.

Figure 6. The angle δφ as a function of phase resulting from the combined
action of the Coriolis effect (nearly negligible) and a constant phase shift of
0.0014 (or 4.0 d) corresponding to the flow time from the apex to the EFR.

equations (7) and (8) and taking into account the Poisson noise and
readout noise of F (λ). The measured RVs and FWs are presented
in Table 7.

Reasonable fits are obtained for a very wide range of parameters,
but some limits can be derived by making a few realistic assump-
tions. For example, we can require that the velocity of the gas
streaming along the bow shock cone, vstrm, does not exceed the ter-
minal velocity of the WR wind, v∞. Eenens & Williams (1994) find
v∞ = 2900km s−1 for the WR-star component of WR 140. Another
possible constraint can be obtained by assuming that turbulence in
the shock cone contributes to the constant C1 in equation (5). Hill
et al. (2002) found that numbers of the order of 200–500 km s−1

were appropriate for WR 42, WR 48 and WR 79 in this respect.
We finally find vstrm = 2170±100 km s−1, i = 55 ± 6◦, θ = 39±

3◦ and δp = 0.0014 ± 0.0002 corresponding to δφ at periastron =
23◦ (versus vstrm = 2300±500 km s−1, i = 50 ± 15◦, θ = 40±15◦

and δφ0 = 40 ± 20◦ from M03). Our value of i is compatible with

Table 7. Measured RVs, full widths and EWs of the C III 5696 excess
emission for the OHP data. Units are km s−1.

JD – 240 0000 RV σ FW σ EW σ

54819.3371 −1302 292 1935 819 2.38 0.34
54820.2146 −1221 338 2105 866 1.65 0.28
54821.2162 −1005 214 2386 506 3.30 0.40
54822.2497 −1303 276 1951 770 2.67 0.36
54823.2120 −1074 213 2166 533 3.46 0.41
54828.2995 −823 183 2613 400 3.84 0.43
54829.2444 −1003 209 2131 509 3.24 0.40
54834.2488 −316 120 2867 257 5.81 0.53
54835.2263 −256 119 2931 253 5.92 0.54
54836.2219 −230 115 2917 246 6.14 0.55
54843.2282 318 95 2956 202 9.78 0.69
54844.2272 395 100 3005 210 9.63 0.69
54845.2257 468 97 2804 207 9.82 0.70
54845.2319 450 95 2815 203 10.06 0.70
54846.2475 671 112 2697 237 8.84 0.66
54846.2568 626 110 2740 233 8.77 0.66
54847.2226 579 98 2827 208 10.95 0.74
54852.2358 858 121 2936 253 10.34 0.71
54853.2322 1303 161 2024 438 7.89 0.62
54857.2429 1411 187 1979 526 6.70 0.57
54860.2381 1561 240 1747 769 4.67 0.48
54860.2423 1545 231 1790 722 5.01 0.50
54861.2456 1451 210 1948 600 5.54 0.52
54861.2496 1484 218 1898 640 5.28 0.51
54862.2499 1448 220 1915 640 5.01 0.50
54862.2548 1421 208 1942 596 5.44 0.52
54873.7413 1438 330 1695 1039 2.12 0.32
54874.7349 1369 296 1844 875 2.47 0.35
54875.7415 1048 241 2575 539 2.92 0.38
54877.7303 448 204 3261 407 2.77 0.37
54879.7247 1351 364 1898 1057 1.62 0.28
54880.7078 1385 437 1520 1457 1.11 0.23
54884.7141 1288 427 1710 1276 1.05 0.22
54890.6953 202 197 3165 411 2.42 0.34

that from D05, i = 122 ± 5◦, equivalent to 180 − i = 58◦, given
the fact that we cannot distinguish between i and 180 − i with the
Lührs fit alone. The errors on the parameters are those computed
by MPFIT, using the errors on F (λ) given in input (typically around
0.006 in continuum units). Applying the approach of Cantó, Raga &
Wilkin (1996) (their equation 28), we find that our value of θ leads
to η = [Ṁ(O)v∞(O)]/[Ṁ(WR)v∞(WR)] = 0.039 ± 0.016 (versus
0.045 from M03 and 0.02 from Pittard & Dougherty 2006). The
difference between the estimations of η are discussed in Section 6.2.
Our value for the inclination finally gives the following estimation
for the stellar masses: MWR = 16 ± 3 M	 and MO = 41 ± 6
M	 (versus 19 and 50 M	 from M03). The O-star mass agrees
well with O5.5 stars between luminosity classes III and I given by
Martins et al. (2005) (as deduced in Section 5). The WR mass can be
compared with measurements of other WC-type stars of the ‘VIIth
catalogue of galactic Wolf–Rayet stars’ (van der Hucht 2001). This
latter gives for WC6–8-type stars, masses between 9.5 M	 (γ Vel)
and 16 M	 (HD 94305). A list of all the parameters deduced in this
study is presented Table 8.

The same analysis carried out for the He I 5876 line shows quali-
tatively the same behaviour of the excess emission. However, the RV
and FWHM measurements are of lesser quality and no additional
information was deduced. The inferior quality is mainly because
of the blending of He I with the C IV 5806 emission feature (also
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Table 8. New parameters for WR 140, deduced from
the modified Lührs model, compared with the values
from M03.

Parameter This paper M03

i (deg) 55 ± 6 50 ± 15
C1 200 200 − 500
C2 71 ± 55 100 − 200
vstrm (km s−1) 2170 ± 100 2300 ± 500
θ (deg) 39 ± 3 40 ± 15
δφ (deg) 23 (at phase = 0) 40 ± 20
δp 0.0014 ± 0.0002
a(WR) (au) 10.9 ± 0.8 13.5 ± 3.0
a(O) (au) 4.4 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 1.1
M(WR) (M	) 16 ± 3 19
M(O) (M	) 41 ± 6 50
η 0.039 ± 0.016 0.045 ± 0.075

restricting the placement of the continuum), along with residuals
from imperfect removal of telluric lines and the blaze correction.

An important remark is that whereas the measurement of the po-
sition of the excess is quite robust (even for the He I 5876 line), its
width is very dependent on the details of the measurement (bound-
aries in the moment integral, minimum flux for pixel selection in
the integral, etc.). The errors on the width have been artificially
increased in order to reflect this source of uncertainty. We should
also note several caveats when deducing the wind momentum ratio
from half-opening angles. First, the opening angles of the O-star
and WR-star shocks are in general different, and different from that
of the contact discontinuity (only in highly radiative systems where
the interaction region is very thin are all three identical). Usually,
it is assumed that the measured half-opening angle is that of the
contact discontinuity, and the wind momentum ratio is then derived
using, for example, the equation in Cantó et al. (1996). However,
it is not so obvious that this is correct. We know, for instance,
that in an adiabatic system, the total emission is dominated by the
stronger wind (Stevens, Blondin & Pollock 1992). In our case, the
CWR is suspected to be radiative at the time where the excess emis-
sion arises, as the 1/r2 law in Fig. 7 suggests. However, it would
certainly turn adiabatic later in the orbit as the two stars become
more distant. These details need further investigation.

6.2 Discussion

We can see that our estimation of the wind momentum ratio η is
consistent with the estimation of M03. Our value is also in line
with the estimation by Pittard & Dougherty (2006) (i.e. η = 0.02)
based on radio-emission modelling. They computed mass-loss rates
required to match the observed X-ray flux at 3 keV as a function
of η (their table 2). According to this study, our value of η gives
Ṁ(WR) � 3 × 10−5 and Ṁ(O) � 1 × 10−6M	yr−1. The terminal
velocities assumed in the calculations are v∞(WR) = 2860 km s−1

(D05) and v∞(O) = 3100km s−1 (Setia Gunawan et al. 2001). We
can argue that the comparison between the two determinations of
η are biased by the fact that we are looking at diagnostics from
two very different regions of the shock: very close to the apex for
the radio emission, where the shocks are strongest (and hence most
efficient in accelerating particles), and much further away for the
optical excess emission. The similarity between our value and that of
Pittard & Dougherty (2006) would therefore imply that the opening
angle is constant along the cone. Again, note that these opening

Figure 7. Normalized flux of the excess as a function of the relative separa-
tion of the two stars [(d−dmin)/dmin]. The full line shows a d−1 dependency,
expected for an adiabatic emission process. The dashed line shows a d−2

dependency, possibly more in line with an isothermal radiative process.

angles refer to the ‘local’ Lührs cones defined by the orientation of
the flow velocities at a radius r(t) from the apex.

Our excess fit gives a value of the phase fraction δp for the
plasma to reach the EFR, which can be translated into a time δt =
4.0±0.6 d. With our value for the streaming velocity vstrm (assumed
constant), this would make the distance from the apex at which the
excess arises dEFR = 7.6 × 108 km or 5.1 au. This value could
be compared to simulations of colliding winds, taking into account
adiabatic/radiative cooling of the CWR. However, we can also try
to obtain a rough estimate by using a simpler analysis. The crucial
parameter is χ (defined by Stevens et al. 1992). This gives the ratio
of the cooling time-scale to the flow time-scale (roughly the time
for the gas to flow a distance dsep downstream), which indicates how
radiative or adiabatic the wind–wind collision should be:

χ ≈ v4
8d12/Ṁ−7. (9)

Here, v8 = v/1000 km s−1, d12 = dsep/1012cm and Ṁ−7 =
Ṁ/10−7M	yr−1.

We can substitute parameters for either the WR or O star as
required. For WR 140, if we take η = 0.0353 from table 2 in
Pittard & Dougherty (2006), then Ṁ(WR) = 3.3 × 10−5M	yr−1.
Using v∞(WR) = 2860 km s−1 and dperi = 1.59 au (d12 = 23.8),
then χ ≈ 4.8. So, the gas should flow downstream a distance of
about 4.8dperi before cooling (7.6 au). This is relatively close to the
estimate in this paper (5.1 au). However, this it is probably fortuitous
as there are many other factors that mean it should only be used as
a rough guide: for example, the determination of χ in Stevens et al.
(1992) assumes solar abundances – in reality, the WC7 gas will cool
more quickly; clumping will also decrease the cooling time (at least
within the clumps), but the clumps may be destroyed even faster
(see Pittard 2007); gas colliding away from the lines of centre of
the stars will be of lower density and will take longer to cool.
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7 C O N C L U S I O N

The 2009 periastron campaign on WR 140 provided increased ac-
curacy on the orbital parameters, new estimates for the WR- and
O-star masses and new constraints on the relative mass-loss rates.
For this purpose, we have modified the geometrical model of Lührs
(1997) in order to adapt it to an eccentric orbit. This new version of
the model also gives an estimation of the distance of the EFR from
the apex of the shock cone of about 5.1 au, which could be com-
pared with hydro/radiative simulations of the wind–wind collision.
The observational campaign is also a very encouraging success in
terms of professional–amateur collaboration, and we hope this will
give rise to similar initiatives in the future. A more sophisticated
theoretical investigation should also be performed to confirm our
results about the geometry of the shock cone. Meanwhile, the ∼ d−2

dependency of the excess, shown in Fig. 7, strongly suggests that
some type of isothermal radiative process is involved here, rather
than adiabatic, despite the large separation of the two stars even
at periastron. Links with observations in other spectral domains
(X-ray, infrared and radio) will certainly provide valuable clues
about the physics. Finally, we have attempted to isolate the WR
spectrum from the O-star spectrum from our data in order to identify
the spectral type of the latter more precisely. Additional photomet-
ric and spectropolarimetric data obtained during the campaign will
be presented in a future publication.
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